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Abstract 
-Today, 

changes in lhe St1üte af ıhe enyironmenı, which lead lo subsequent public pressure
and enyironmental leğslation, hqNe necessitaled a fundamenlal shift in busiııess practices. It is now

imperative to (nalyze the entire life_cycle fficıs of all products and processes, Therefore, İhe

tradiıianal Strucıure of the supply chain musl be extended to include mechanisms for producl
recoyery, which is known qs "Green Supply Chaiıı". This will enqble organizqıions to become and
remain comPeıili|e while achieving sustainable Processes. This paper is gives information about

supply chains, green supply chaiııs, and green loğstics. hı order to show the application of ıhese

concepls in business life, a case sludy in cosmetics induslry was examined which The Body Shop

International applied. Iı is wel\_Iqown worldwide brand, which applieS green logiSticS practiceS.

Kelwords 
-Green 

LogiStics, Green Managemenl, Green Supply Chain, The Body Shop Inıernation(Il

INTRODUCTION

INTEGRATING GREEN MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS INTO A GREEN
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT: THE CASE OF THE BODY SHOP

INTERNATIONAL

Aslı Sütler] and Güneş Küçülgıazıc/

Today, in lesponse to the changing and stringent enviıorımentai legulations, aıd also in response

to the chaıges in environmental management philosophy, there has been a corresponding need to

develop operational guidelines aıd standards to assist orgaıizations in moving towards ecologically
sustainable business practices. Some companies have started focusing on a variety of environmental

activitieS. These include developing environmentally conscious products, reducing the environmental

impact of the ploducts and promoting product recycling, These companies have been formulating

envilonmental targets. Gleen Maıagement iS a set of new mid-term targets that will serve as a

yardstick for the environmental activities of these companies. As indicated by Lee and Ball (2003), in
the field of business and environment litetature, green management refers to the management of
corporate interaction with, and impact upon, the envilorrrnent. It emerged in 1990s and became

popular slogan intemationally in 2000s. The concept, defined as the process by which comparıies

maıage environmental or green issues and develop environmental management stlategies, becomes

strategically dominant issue for large companies, especially multinational enterprises operating their

business globally [1]. The key question for executives at corporations regarding corporate greening or
green management is "horv to integrate environmental decision making into business with profitable

results." [7].

It is now aimed to give some important and continuously developing concepts oftoday's business

life. The most general concept is supply chain, which is the series of activities and organizations that

materials _ both tangible and intangible - move through on their journeys ftom initial suppliers to final
consumers [13], or in other words, it is the flow and transformation of goods from the raw materials

stage (extraction), thıough to the end user, as well as the associated information flows [6]. Supply
Chain Management (SCM) is a recent development in management theory and was introduced as a

result of increased competition on international malkets [16]. Handfield and Nichols (1999) stated üat
SCM is the integtation of activities tkough improved supply chain ıelationships, to achieve a

sustainable competitive advantage.
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The other impoltant concept is logistics that is the function responsible for keeping ııaterials a1 the
right place in the light amount, at the right time. The supply chain can inciude pfoculement,
manufacture, and distribution and waste disposal, together with associated tfansport, storage and
information techıology. Logistics is the tin,ıe related positioning of resources or the stfat(:gic
ınanagement ofthe total supply chain [ 13].

The supply chain is a veıy complex concept and this complexity necessitates new applica:ion
methods in business life. These ırew ınethods must be compatible with environment, which creates the
concept of'green supply chains'. Green supply chains aim to balaırce the supply chain petforınance
with eı,ıvironmental issues. Logistics is manageınent of all the activities required to move prodııcts
thıough the supply chain. The logistic activities consist of freight transport, stolage, invenlory
ınanagement, materials handling and all the related iııfoımation processing. The main objectivf, of
logistics is to co-ofdinate these activities in a way that nreets customer requirements at minimum c ]st.
In the past this cost has been defined in purely monetary terms. As concern for the environment riı;es,
companies must take n'üore account of the extemal costs of logistics associated n]ainly with climate
change, air pollution, noise, vibration and accidents [19]. Watels (2007) emphasized logis:ics
managcment is essentiaily an integrative pröcess that Seeks to optimize the flows of materials iınd
supplies through the organization and its operations to the customer. It is essentially a planning
process and an information-based activi§. Requirements ftom the mafketplace ale translated into
production requirements and then into ııaterials requirements through this planning process.

Recently, concept ol reverse logistics became popular in business life. Sbihi and Eglese (20l0)
stated that reverse iogistics is a process wl,ıich encompasses the logistics activities all the way fr,ım
used products no longer required by the user to ploducts again usable in a market. Dowlatshahi (20()0)
explaİns reverse logistİcs as'a process in which a manufacturcr systematically accepts previously
shipped products or paıts froın the point for consumption for possible recycling, manufacturing or
disposal'. It is tIıe process ofplanning, implcmenting and controIJing backward flows ofraw n,ıaterials,
in pıocess inventory, packaging and finished goods, from a manufacturing, distfibution or uSe point, to
a point offecovery or point ofproper disposal.

Green Iogistics is a form of logistics that is aimed to be envifonnentalJy and socially friendly in
addition to being economically functional. Green logistics activities include ıneasuring 1he
environmental impact ol distribution StrategieS, while reducing the energy usage in logistics activiti:s,
reducing waste and managing its tfeatment. Traditional logistics models for production and
distribution have concentfated on minimizing coSts Subject to operational constraints. Eut
consideration of the wider objectives aıd issues leads to new methods of working and new nrodels,
some of which pose intelesting new applications, such as green logistics [10]. In reverse logisti()S,
there should be some flow of products or goods back froıı the consumel to an earlieı stage of the
supply chain. The reductİon of waste that this implies certainly means that revelse logistics should ıe
included within green iogistics. There ivill be other models of Jogistics activities involving only
forward flows of goods that could not be described as revelse logistics, but if they incluJe
environmental considerations, will also be included within green 1ogistics [10].
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FIGURE. 1

Relationship of Green Logistics with Economy, Society, and Enviıonment Il9]

As it is shown in Figure 1; economic growth, industlialization and new technolory result in
increased waste, dumping and poor disposal. These effect the environment which is damaged by air
pollution, deforestation, reduced air quality, land degradation, bio diversity, waste, etc. These damages

effect the society which results in poor health, agricultural production, climate change, etc. Il7].

There has been increasing public attention placed on the overall condition of the natural

environment. The most commonly perceived enemy to envifonmental plotection is manufacturing and

pıoduction operations [1t]. The aim of this papet was to describe the current state of the natuIal

environment of cosmetics industry. In order to achieve this aim, a general procedure was developed
within this ıesearch to achieve arıd to maintain the gleen supply chain for cosmetics industry with the

case of The Body Shop. A case sfudy was conducted about The Body Shop International, which is the

famous cosmetic manufacflırer and retailer who runs a new mission form green ploduct line to green

supply chain, to explain the importance of green supply chain arıd the strategies to achieve it. After
summarizing experiences of the application of The Body Shop, the paper anaiyses lhe challenges in
the cosmetics industry, aıd then introduces possible solutions. In the end, conclusions aIe developed

on the basis ofthese analyses.

GREEN SUPPLY CHAINS AND GREEN LOGISTICS

Cunently, as ernphasized by Zhu and Cote (2004), green supply chains aim to balance marketing
performance with environmental issues. In today's world, to meet with challenges such as energy

conservation and pollution abatement, enterprises have tried to green their supply chains, that is, to

cleate networks of suppliers to puIchase envilonmentally superior products or to build common

approaches to waste reduction and operational efficiencies. One of the key aspects of gıeen supply

chains is to improve both economic and environmental performances simultaneously throughout the

chains by establishing long-term buyer-supplier relationships. Enterpıises have developed a diverse

set of initiatives for green SCM, including screening suppliers for environmental performance,

providing tlaining to build supplieı environmental management capacity, and developing reverse

logistics systems to recover ploducts and packaging foı re-use and remanufacture [12]. zhu and cote
(2004), indicated green supply chains are designed to improve economic and environmental
performance by promoting expanded buyer-supplier relationships. To summarize, it can be said that

green supply chains enable organizations to:
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n Specialize and concentlate manufacturing efforts in a way that n-ıaİıages environmentai risks and
costs ofcompliance with existing or new regulations.

. Iııprove product, process, aıd supply quali§ and productivity.

. Make innovative decisions that respond to "green economy" requifements.

. Gain access to key markets ülırough certifications.

. Impıove or create bla.nd differentiation and customef loyalty by offering unique capabilities to
address environmental related requirements and expectations.

. Reduce customef pıessure and even gain prefeffed status [18].

Green logistics is a form of logistics which is believed to be envilonmentally aıd often socially
friendly in addition to econoııically functional. As early as the 1980s, several companies uere
conceıned with developing green logistics, and interest in the concept soared with increased consulner
concerns about how pıoducts weıe manufacfured and delivered in the early 2lst centuy. Mirny
modern companies pride themselves on their environmentally friendly policies and practices, ıınd
companies which are interested in adopting gleen logistics can utilize the services of logis,ics
consultants who specialize in helping companies convert, reform, and stİeamline their existing
logistics systems [23]. Green logistics is concerned with producing and distributing goods iır a
sustainable way, taking account of environmental and social factors. Thus the objectives are not only
concerned with the economic impact of logistics policies on the oıganization carrying them out, but
also with the wider effects on society, such as the effects of pollution on the environment. In fecent
years there has been increasing conceın about the envirorİnental effects on the planet of hunıaı
activity and current logistic plactices may not be sustainable in the long term. Many organizations z,nd
businesses ale Starting to measuüe their carbon footpfints So that the environmental impact of their
activities can be ınonitored, Governme[ts are considering tafgets fol reduced emissions and other
environmental measures. There is therefore increasing inteIest in Green Logistics from companies and
governments [10].

Consequently, while green 1ogistics is the attempt to measule and minimize the ecological impact
of logistics activities, reverse logistics is moving goods from point of use to point of origin lbr
disposal or to recaptuIe value. Green logistics encompasses any logistical activity that minimi2|es
environmental impacts. Although green logistics is distinct from the reverse logistics trend, the t\vo
categoıies do overlap. Both green and reverse logistics can be key solutions for the shrinking
availability and rising cost of 1andfills [9].

APPLICATION: THE CASE OF BODY SHOP INTERNATIONAL

The Body Shop International was generally seen as a company with a clear and consistent
commitment to the environııental cause and good relationships with its suppliers, both of which are
critical facilitators of the process of green supply chains [14]. The Body Shop is a world-wide well-
kıown British brand, is a strong supportel of envifonment and human rights. In recent years, it has
accelerated its global presence by its beauty and cosmetics products which are naturally inspired, aııd
ethically produced.

The Body Shop International pIc is now a wlıolIy owned subsidiary of L'Oreal S. A. The very filst
Body Shop stoüe was opened in i976, in England. In 1985, in its fifst year as a public company, The
Body Shop sponsored posters for Greenpeace. A yeaf latef, it cteated an Environmental Projects
Department of its own. In l990 The Body Shop Foundation was established, which was a chari.y
which funds human rights and environmental protection groups. During 2002, The Body Shop rzı
global campaign with Greenpeace International on promoting renewable ener$,, which culminated in
the pıesentation of oveı six million customer signatures at the World Summit for Sustainab e
Development in Joharınesburg. They funhered their commitment to envilonmental sustainabilily
through investment in renewable energy, funding of enerry efficiency projects in the developing
world, and incorpolating post-consumer recycling into their packaging. In 2005 The Body Shop joined
tl'ıe Caı]paign for'Safe Cosınetics' and was comııended by Greenpeace and tlüe Breast Cancer Fund
for their responsible chemicals policy [21].
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As implied by Ting, et al. (2010), it is basically a cosmetic chain retailer.The Body Shop

International operates in 63 countries with about 2,550 stores [20]. It is headquartered in
Littlehampton, UK and employs about 5900 people. They position themselves to be "massive" sel]

telative lower cost than competitors while maintain the plestige of brand, The company has a strong

product development proglam which enables it to maintain a healthy pipeline of products. The Body
Shop is committed to envilonmental pıotection aııd respect for human rights and developing trading

relationships with communities in need.
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FIGURE. 2

Traditional Global Body Shop Supply Chain [11]

The traditional supply chain of the Body Shop was so much detailed and complicated. This caused

complexities and delays in logistics activities. By using improved supply chain staıting with the use of
green logistics, these delays were eliminated and the whole process was simplified and developed.
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FIGURE. 3

Imptoved Body Shop Supply Chain [11]

Ffom the begirıning, the company focused on being socially responsible. The company's missiın
statemcnt describes tiıciı, ınission a5 "to dedicatc our busiı-ıess to the puısuit of social ard
environüülenta] clıange". Bryan Weaver, stated that, a Spokesman fioın the company's US hoııe officc,
"Early on in lorıning it, MIs. Anita Roddick wanted to establish a business that was socially
responsible. Tl]e cornerstone of the con]pany is 1hat she rvas able to have a business with ethics". S]le
has successfully established herself and her company as leaders in the alena of social responsibiliıy.
Anita herself hzs been ref-erred to as "The Mother Theresa of capitalism". Mrs. Roddick once said,
"['d rather pı'omote lüumaır rig!ıts, cııvironmental conceıırs, indigeııous rights, thaıı promote a bubble
bath". The Body Shop Iırternatioııal's philosophy of social responsibility has begun to recei,ıe
increasing attentjon, and this attention has been mostly of a positive natuıe. In short, it has beeın
suggested that the Body Shop International has been held up as a modei of social responsibility arıd
ethicS in business [3].

The Body Shop takes a strong position on activisnr, ethical business, human rights ard
environnrentalism in a gIobal perspective, TIıe Body SI,ıop's valucs, cultuı,e aı,ıd marketiııg approachı:s
coincide with the same values aS the cuffent policies of advocating Scientific Development Concept lo
build a harmonious society [15]. Emphasized by Gıundey and, Zaharia (2008), it pursut:s
environmental and social change improvements and encourages its consumers to do so as well. lt co
promotes one ot mofe social/eco campaigns each year with in-shop aıd promotional materials.

As it is indicated in Yuping and Jinger's research (2007), The Body Shop sees cause-related
marketing as an opportunity to enllance their coIpolate Ieputation, raise brand awareness, incıease
customer loyalty, build sales, and increase press coverage. lts corporate values are composed of five
coıe values. The first one is to oppose Animal Testing. The opposing animal testing fof both cosmetic
products and ingredients began in 1976. In the 1980s and 19905, they successfuliy canıpaigned wit.ı
animal protection groups to change the UK and European laws to support the development of
aiternative testing methods. At the very beginning, the products were tried on human volunteers.
Along with the development of technology, tube testing has played a leading role to protect the rightj
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of both human and animals. The second one is to support community Trade. The community Trade

Progıanr initiates the "Trade Not Aid" objective of creating tfade to help people in the Third World

utilring their resoulces to meet theif own needs. This reflects its avowed practice of trading with

.o..rniti.. in need arıd giving them a fair price for natural ingredients or handclafts they purchase

from these often marginalized countries- They have found many tlade partnels in over 24 different

countries that are often overlooked by the local as well as the global socieş. The third one is to
Activate Self Esteem. Generally women ale the main customers and employees in The Body Shop.

They have nevef neglected protecting women's rights. The first campaign against domestic violence

took place in the mid-l980s in Canada. Now, the campaign has been spread to 27 countries in the

worıj. The fourth one is to Defend Human Rights. The Body Shop has long campaigned on human

rights, highlighting abuses and increasing the global awaleness of issues by making full use of the

geogıapıric advaıtages of their shops aıd supporting other human rights organizations. The last and

ih" .*t i.po.t-t one is Protect our Planet. In 2001 a huge campaign against global warming was

hosted by th; Body Shop and Greenpeace. They advocated the use of ıecyclable source and materials.

Significant progress was made at the Woıld Summit on sustainable development hosted at South

afİica. They successfully persuaded the leaders to promise the Green Effect. It is also renowned for its

forest protection. The Body Shop is a large consumeı ofplants and foıests, but at the same time, it is a

protecİor. It cooperated with the Forest Stewardship Council to maintain the balance in forests. In late

1990s, a series ofenvironmental protection activities were held by the Body Shop [22].

Famous for creating a niche malket sectol for naturally inspired skin and hair care Products, The

Body Shop introduced a generation of consumeıs to the benefits of a wide range of best sellers. All the

products of The Body Shop are made from exotic natural ingredients, the company purchases such

ingredients as blue com from the pueblo Indians in New Mexico and Brazil nut oil from the Kayapo

Indiaıs of the Amazon River Basin, and thus prove to be environmental beneficial. The Body Shop

always tries to make its products 100 percent natrııal and environmental. It intends to cleate a

marketing edge by using greening as a unique selling point with environmentally conscious customers;

hence, it starts to courageously ensure that their business is ecologically sustainable: meeting the needs

ofthe present without compromising the future [11].

Theıe are 13 Body Shop stores in Turkey in 4 diffeıent cities: Istarıbul, Ankara, lzmir, and Bursa.

The headquarters are in Istanbul, Maslak. The main warehouse is located in ]kitelli. The products

come directly from [-IK to the main warehouse, aİd then they are transferred to all stores in Turkey.
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The Body Shop Turkey

23I

It is clear that business organizations must be profitable to survive although the Body Srop
pfomotes its core Values concemiııg the enviroı,llnent and human rights. The Body Shop is a brand
with moıe global vision. The Body Shop's direct conıpetition is not froıı the rvorld brands like Dior,
Shiseido, Chanıel, Olay or Pond's, but rather the less well-known brands in the market. The world
brands represent status and wealth, while the Body Shop stands for the plotection of the environrr ent
and animals [15].

CONCLUSION

This paper has described some concepts such as supply chain ınanagement, logistics, reverse
logistics, green logistics, green management and green supply chain management. There are so m:ırıy
real life applications about gıeen supply chain ııanagement. In tiıis paper, the case of Body Shop
International is given as an example. It is chosen because of its worldwide effective strategies. I,_ is
well-known to be environmentally conscious and socially responsible in order to cfeate a green woıld.
As Beamon (1999) indicates, no longer it is acceptable or cost effective to consider only the local tu-ıd
immediate effects of products and processes; it is now imperative to analyze the entire life-cycle
effects of all products and pfocesses. Therefore, the traditional structuıe of the supply chain must be
extended to include ı,ııechanisms for product recovery. Supply chain design and analysis need to hzıve
an additional level of complexity in order to meet this extension. This additional level consists of
ploduct recovery mechanism which gives rise to numerous issues affecting strategic and operatioılal
supply chain decisions. As a result, establishment arıd implementation of new performaııce
measurement systems are required fof the extension ofthe traditional supply chain. New measulemı)nt
systems will serve as the milestone of environmentaliy conscious implovement. This milestone rı,ill
enable orgaırizations to become and remain competitive while achieving sustainable processes.

Consequently, organizations will create ecological efficiency that will Ieduce environmental risks
and their negative impacts by adding green logistics strategies to theil ıTüanagement processes. This
will increase their profits and market share in the long run. Win-win strategies wili be developr:d.
Costs will be reduced; product qualities and efficiency will be improved. Social relationships will be
strengthened. In older to achieve these better conditions, organizations should take their actions w:th
environmental sensitivity and social responsibili§. The Body ]ntefnational is a gıeat success story ibr
the application of green logistics strategies. There should be follower organizations to create a greeneı
world. Recently, consumels prefeı green products and services and they nright also adj ust thııir
preferences towafds environmentally friendly business practices. For business worldwide, gre,:n
supply chain and green logistics have become a competitive prerogative business performance.
Ultiııately, being environmentally correct in business will provide competitive advantages to the firrls
and this will help them to survive and remain advantageous in the market.
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